Summary
The paper summarizes the physical and optical properties of aerosols from biomass smoke from regional to continental scale events. The paper is appropriate, wellfocused and should eventually be publishable in ACP. I recommend the following minor modifications and additional analysis prior to publication.
Technical Comments
Techniques and analysis seem sound. The criteria for smoke impacts and differentiating LRT and regional smoke events with water vapor seems well-thought out.
Certainly the trend is consistent of lower SSA for the Siberian fires and thus a flaming, C1 higher MCE fire. However, all the SSA values are all relatively high suggesting an MCE on the lower end of the range (mixed to smoldering combustion). This is worth commenting. For reference see the Liu paper below.
The analysis brought to mind a recent paper by the CSU group examining emitted and aged biomass smoke sizing and radiative properties paper referenced below which may provide a useful intercomparison and context. Table 1 is useful, however would be more useful with the following additions: o A summary mean +/-s.d. for the regional versus Siberian events, maybe 2 lines at the bottom o Adding in your rough estimate of the age of the plume for each case which was stated as a range elsewhere. Do the size distributions with Aitken modes correspond to the younger plumes? Are there any other conclusions to be drawn? The events symbols are not distinguishable; I would simply delineate Siberian vs. regional with different symbols and colors. With the exception of CO, these parameters are by definition or calculation interdependent. Is the take home message something along the lines of, "Biomass smoke events as indicated by elevated CO concentrations featured shifts to larger sizes driving higher PM mass concentration, light scattering coefficients, and the highest overall mass scattering efficiencies."
Mechanics and Presentation
The presentation is appropriate in terms of length, style and diction. Figures are appropriate. C2
Why put the hysplit trajectories plot in supplementary material though? The CALISPO images are appropriately in the supplement. However, the paper is short enough it can accommodate the additional figure rather than the annoyance of looking elsewhere.
I noted a few inconsistencies (line 158 and 196 for example) in variable, citation, and subscript italics, check throughout.
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